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Loyalty to Your Soul establishes Spiritual Psychology as a paradigm-altering frontier. It initiates a
radical shift at the core of contemporary psychological thought by unveiling a technology for
using everyday life experiences as rungs on the ladder of spiritual evolution.This book is
uniquely suited for anyone seeking to discover and cross the bridge that spans the waters
between life referenced in material reality and life lived within the context of spiritual reality.
Loyalty to Your Soul shows you how to first gain access to, and then gradually learn to live from,
that sacred place inherent within everyone referred to by the authors as the Authentic Self—a
place where emotional suffering ceases and profound peace and love are present.While many
people have written about such an inner state, Ron and Mary Hulnick show you how to travel
there . . .and what to anticipate once you arrive. The radical technology they introduce empowers
readers to transform challenging or negative human experiences into direct experiences of the
Soul.

“Drs. Ron and Mary Hulnick are assisting the birth of something vastly important—an answer to
the spiritual hunger that millions of individuals now feel. If you want to replace that gnawing
emptiness in your life with a sense of meaning and fulfillment, Loyalty to Your Soul is the guide
you’ve been looking for. Written in crystal clear lan-guage, this book is a gem, and could only
have been written by two people whose lives overflow with experience and wisdom.”— Larry
Dossey, M.D., the author of The Power of Premonitions and Healing Words“Ron and Mary
Hulnick are the premier teachers and practitioners of Spiritual Psychology in the world today. The
transformational Master’s degree Program that they offer through the University of Santa Monica
has changed thousands of lives. This book, so eagerly awaited, makes their work available to us
all. It is truly a Rosetta stone for the Soul.”— Joan Borysenko, Ph.D., the author of It’s Not the
End of the World and co-author of Your Soul’s Compass“With Loyalty to Your Soul, Ron and
Mary Hulnick give us a wonderful guide to what it really means to live a spiritual life, as well as a
great thought system in Spiritual Psychology, which I believe will be the wave of the future and
which they have been developing for the past 30 years. Having heard them speak at their home
site, the University of Santa Monica—as well as having a partner who is a graduate of USM—I
must say that Ron and Mary don’t just teach these principles, they live them every day.”— Gary
R. Renard, the author of The Disappearance of the Universe and Your Immortal Reality “Loyalty
to Your Soul is the work of master teachers, two of the very best in our world. Ron and Mary
Hulnick give us a step-by-step method and set of principles not only to overcome our egoic
reactions, our upsets and fears, but to use as signals from our Souls as to what and how we can
learn. Each problem serves as an awakener. We become Soul con-scious as we apply the
wisdom of the Soul to the problems of the ego. This is conscious self-evolution at its very best. A



vital work for us all.”— Barbara Marx Hubbard, author, evolutionary educator, and founder of the
Foundation for Conscious Evolution“Bookstore shelves are filled with guides telling us how to
get our bod-ies in shape, but there is very little practical advice about exercising our souls. Yet
throughout America, millions seek to make their lives about something more than their own
comforts and successes. Loyalty to Your Soul can be the handbook for that exploration. It tears
down the false wall we’ve put up between our minds and our spirits, and shows the way toward a
more fulfilling life.”— Arianna Huffington, the cofounder and editor-in-chief of The Huffington
Post“I am grateful to Ron and Mary Hulnick for having written this book. They manage to make
lofty spiritual principles clear and easy to understand, and they show you how you can apply
them to your life. What more can you expect?”— Piero Ferrucci, the author of Beauty and the
Soul“Reading Ron and Mary Hulnick’s wonderful book of practical wis-dom reminds the Soul of
its inherent unity while lovingly guiding you, its manifestation in form, in discovering and fully
living the call to Wholeness through your Soul’s unique qualities.” — Leonard Laskow, M.D., the
author of Healing with Love “Ron and Mary Hulnick are living treasures in the field of transfor-
mational learning. Now, with this remarkable new book, they give us a handbook for how to live
based in Spirit. Their love and dedication to liberating our highest potential comes through on
every page. Read Loyalty to Your Soul and feel the magic of their work.”— Kathlyn and Gay
Hendricks, the authors of Conscious Loving“As a USM [University of Santa Monica] graduate, I
know firsthand the value I received from participating with Ron and Mary in the Mas-ter’s degree
Program in Spiritual Psychology. I am so grateful to have Loyalty to Your Soul to sweetly remind
me of all I have learned. Let’s just say that I went from playing an angel on TV to living more of an
angelic life every day. The teachings in this beautiful book have sent me on a journey to the very
center of my own being where, wrapped in the safe wings of Love, I feel as though I have come
home.”— Roma Downey, star of the Touched by an Angel TV series"I am proud to say that Drs.
Ron and Mary Hulnick are my teachers. They taught me to recognize and embrace the power,
beauty, and maj-esty of my soul. I am excited that they are now sharing their wisdom with the
world. I invite you to feast on this wisdom as you would a good home-cooked meal. I have no
doubts that your soul will be nur-tured and nourished, and that you, too, will become a proud
student."— Iyanla Vanzant, Spiritual Life Coach, New York Times best-selling author of Peace
from Broken PieceAbout the AuthorH. Ronald Hulnick, Ph.D., and Mary R. Hulnick, Ph.D., are
world-renowned pioneers and innovators in the emerging field of Spiritual Psychology. As
founding faculty and co-directors of the University of Santa Monica, the Worldwide Center for
the Study and Practice of Spiritual Psychology, they have developed and continue to facilitate
USM’s innovative Master’s degree Programs in this field. Their work is highly experiential and
seeks to assist students in discovering their own answers to life’s essential questions. --This text
refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Praise for Loyalty to Your Soul“Drs. Ron and Mary Hulnick are assisting the birth of something
vastly important—an answer to the spiritual hunger that millions of individuals now feel. If you
want to replace that gnawing emptiness in your life with a sense of meaning and fulfillment,
Loyalty to Your Soul is the guide you’ve been looking for. Written in crystal clear language, this
book is a gem, and could only have been written by two people whose lives overflow with
experience and wisdom.”—Larry Dossey, M.D., the author ofThe Power of Premonitions and
Healing Words“Ron and Mary Hulnick are the premier teachers and practitioners of Spiritual
Psychology in the world today. The transformational Master’s degree Program that they offer
through the University of Santa Monica has changed thousands of lives. This book, so eagerly
awaited, makes their work available to us all. It is truly a Rosetta stone for the Soul.”—Joan
Borysenko, Ph.D., the author ofIt’s Not the End of the World and co-author of Your Soul’s
Compass“With Loyalty to Your Soul, Ron and Mary Hulnick give us a wonderful guide to what it
really means to live a spiritual life, as well as a great thought system in Spiritual Psychology,
which I believe will be the wave of the future and which they have been developing for the past
30 years. Having heard them speak at their home site, the University of Santa Monica—as well
as having a partner who is a graduate of USM—I must say that Ron and Mary don’t just teach
these principles, they live them every day.”—Gary R. Renard, the author ofThe Disappearance of
the Universe and Your Immortal Reality“Loyalty to Your Soul is the work of master teachers, two
of the very best in our world. Ron and Mary Hulnick give us a step-by-step method and set of
principles not only to overcome our egoic reactions, our upsets and fears, but to use as signals
from our Souls as to what and how we can learn. Each problem serves as an awakener. We
become Soul conscious as we apply the wisdom of the Soul to the problems of the ego. This is
conscious self-evolution at its very best. A vital work for us all.”—Barbara Marx Hubbard, author,
evolutionary educator,and founder of the Foundation for Conscious Evolution“Bookstore shelves
are filled with guides telling us how to get our bodies in shape, but there is very little practical
advice about exercising our souls. Yet throughout America, millions seek to make their lives
about something more than their own comforts and successes. Loyalty to Your Soul can be the
handbook for that exploration. It tears down the false wall we’ve put up between our minds and
our spirits, and shows the way toward a more fulfilling life.”—Arianna Huffington, the cofounder
andeditor-in-chief of The Huffington Post“I am grateful to Ron and Mary Hulnick for having
written this book. They manage to make lofty spiritual principles clear and easy to understand,
and they show you how you can apply them to your life. What more can you expect?”—Piero
Ferrucci, the author of Beauty and the Soul“Reading Ron and Mary Hulnick’s wonderful book of
practical wisdom reminds the Soul of its inherent unity while lovingly guiding you, its
manifestation in form, in discovering and fully living the call to Wholeness through your Soul’s
unique qualities.”—Leonard Laskow, M.D., the author of Healing with Love“Ron and Mary
Hulnick are living treasures in the field of transformational learning. Now, with this remarkable
new book, they give us a handbook for how to live based in Spirit. Their love and dedication to
liberating our highest potential comes through on every page. Read Loyalty to Your Soul and feel



the magic of their work.”—Kathleen and Gay Hendricks, the authors of Conscious Loving“As a
USM [University of Santa Monica] graduate, I know firsthand the value I received from
participating with Ron and Mary in the Master’s degree Program in Spiritual Psychology. I am so
grateful to have Loyalty to Your Soul to sweetly remind me of all I have learned. Let’s just say that
I went from playing an angel on TV to living more of an angelic life every day. The teachings in
this beautiful book have sent me on a journey to the very center of my own being where,
wrapped in the safe wings of Love, I feel as though I have come home.”—Roma Downey, star of
the Touched by an Angel TV series"I am proud to say that Drs. Ron and Mary Hulnick are my
teachers. They taught me to recognize and embrace the power, beauty, and majesty of my soul. I
am excited that they are now sharing their wisdom with the world. I invite you to feast on this
wisdom as you would a good home-cooked meal. I have no doubts that your soul will be
nurtured and nourished, and that you, too, will become a proud student."—Iyanla Vanzant,
Spiritual Life Coach, New York Times bestselling author of Peace from Broken
PiecesLOYALTYTO YOURSOULHay House Titles of Related InterestYOU CAN HEAL YOUR
LIFE, the movie, starring Louise L. Hay & Friends(available as a 1-DVD program and an
expanded 2-DVD set)Watch the trailer at:THE SHIFT, the movie,starring Dr. Wayne W.
Dyer(available as a 1-DVD program and an expanded 2-DVD set)Watch the trailer at:CHANTS
OF A LIFETIME: Searching for a Heart of Gold,by Krishna DasINSPIRED DESTINY: Living a
Fulfilling and Purposeful Life,by Dr. John F. DemartiniTHE MOTHER OF INVENTION: The
Legacy of Barbara MarxHubbard and the Future of YOU, by Neale Donald WalschPOWER VS.
FORCE: The Hidden Determinants of Human Behavior,by David R. Hawkins, M.D., Ph.D.SOUL
LESSONS AND SOUL PURPOSE: A Channeled Guide to WhyYou Are Here, by Sonia
ChoquetteSUPERCHARGED TAOIST: An Amazing True Story to InspireYou on Your Own
Adventure, by The Barefoot DoctorTIME FOR TRUTH: A New Beginning, by Nick BunickYOU
CAN HEAL YOUR LIFE, by Louise L. HayYOUR SOUL’S COMPASS: What Is Spiritual
Guidance?By Joan Borysenko, Ph.D., and Gordon Dveirin, Ed.D.All of the above are available at
your local bookstore,or may be ordered by visiting:Hay House USA: ®Hay House Australia:Hay
House UK:Hay House South Africa:Hay House India:LOYALTYTO YOURSOULThe Heart of
SpiritualPsychologyH. Ronald Hulnick, PH.D.,Mary R. Hulnick, PH.D.Copyright © 2010 by H.
Ronald Hulnick and Mary R. HulnickPublished and distributed in the United States by: Hay
House, Inc.: • Published and distributed in Australia by: Hay House Australia Pty. Ltd.: •
Published and distributed in the United Kingdom by: Hay House UK, Ltd.: • Published and
distributed in the Republic of South Africa by: Hay House SA (Pty), Ltd.: • Distributed in Canada
by: Raincoast: • Published in India by: Hay House Publishers India:Editorial supervision: Jill
Kramer • Project editor: Patrick GabrysiakDesign: Nick C. WelchThe entire poem titled
“Someone Should Start Laughing” on pages 26 and 27 is reprinted verbatim as it appears on
page 23 in the Penguin publication I Heard God Laughing, © copyright 1996 and 2006 Daniel
Ladinsky and used with his permission.The Rumi quote on page 200 is used with grateful
permission of the translator, Coleman Barks.All rights reserved. No part of this book may be



reproduced by any mechanical, photographic, or electronic process, or in the form of a
phonographic recording; nor may it be stored in a retrieval system, transmitted, or otherwise be
copied for public or private use—other than for “fair use” as brief quotations embodied in articles
and reviews—without prior written permission of the publisher.The authors of this book do not
dispense medical advice or prescribe the use of any technique as a form of treatment for
physical, emotional, or medical problems without the advice of a physician, either directly or
indirectly. The intent of the authors is only to offer information of a general nature to help you in
your quest for emotional and spiritual well-being. In the event you use any of the information in
this book for yourself, which is your constitutional right, the authors and the publisher assume no
responsibility for your actions.Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication DataHulnick, H.
Ronald. Loyalty to your soul : the heart of spiritual psychology / H. Ronald Hulnick andMary R.
Hulnick.p. cm.2010017079978-1-4019-2728-8978-1-4019-2953-414 13 12 11 4 3 2 11st
edition, February 2011Printed in the United States of AmericaTo Dr. Neva Dell Hunter, who
turned my life aroundand helped me find my Self; and to John-Roger, whoturned my Self around
and helped me find directionand inspiration for my life.—RonTo my mom and dad, Helen and
Henry Holverson,for their constancy of Loving; and to John-Roger,whose exampleship has
informed my life.—MaryINVOCATIONSince this book is about a spiritual orientation to life, we’d
like to begin by inviting you to join us in setting a clear intention of receiving the greatest value
possible from your experience with us. And the way we’d like to do so is by invoking the
presence of Spirit to be with us as we share our time together.Lord, God of all Creation, we ask
now that we be cleared, filled, surrounded, and protected with the clear Light of the sacredness
of Spirit. We ask for the presence, protection, guidance, and Love of the Divine Beings who work
with each of us. And we ask that any imbalance that may be present in our consciousness be
taken up into the highest realms of Light and Sound, where it may be transformed and used in
Service. We are so grateful for this opportunity to come together in service to our growth,
upliftment, and learning as we assist ourselves and each other on our way Home. Thy will be
done. So be it.CONTENTSForeword by Neale Donald WalschPreface: Why This Book—Why
Now?Introduction: It’s Time to Put Psyche Back into Psychology—as Well as the Rest of
LifeChapter 1: Light-Bearers EverywhereChapter 2: Waking Up Is Not So Easy; It’s Also Not So
HardChapter 3: Life Is for LearningChapter 4: Consciousness in a NutshellChapter 5: I Am
Upset BecauseChapter 6: Meet the StackersChapter 7: It’s Okay to Change Your MindChapter
8: The Ego’s Backpack: The Root of Emotional SufferingChapter 9: Self-Forgiveness: The
Royal Road to FreedomChapter 10: Self-Forgiveness in Context: The Big
PictureAfterwordAppendix A: The Principles of Spiritual PsychologyAppendix B: Summary of
Soul-Centered PracticesAcknowledgmentsAbout the AuthorsFOREWORDOne day when I was
a very young man acting out in a very strange way, a friend said to me, “Neale, life doesn’t come
with a Little Instruction Book. You’re on your own.”I always hated that thought. Doggone it! I
shouted inside my head. Life should come with a Little Instruction Book. And we shouldn’t have
to be “on our own.” We should be able to get some help here. Surely somebody must know



what’s going on. . . .Well, somebody does. Ron and Mary Hulnick are very clear, and if you wish
to be very clear, you will find it immensely satisfying to read this book.Of course, there are many
people who “know what’s going on.” We are blessed on this planet with many wonderful
teachers. I found this out as the years went by. Yet few of these teachers have produced a book
in which so much is made so understandable in so little time.One read through these pages and
I believe you will have all the information and tools you need to not only understand “what’s
going on” in this life, but also to begin to create what you want to have going on. Can there be a
greater gift than that?I think not, and so I am very grateful to both Mary and Ron; for through their
wisdom, compassion, insight, experience, love, and soft genius, we are given answers here to
just about every important question about life. Not only, What’s going on here? but also, Why am
I experiencing what I’m experiencing? and, more important, How can I change my experience?I
observe that most people waft in and out of clarity about these things throughout their lives. I
know that I do. And sometimes it takes a little tug, an awakening, to pull us back from the edge of
oblivion and out of the Cloud of Unknowing, returning us to ourselves—our True Self—in the
process. I believe we are all, at some level, spiritual masters; and what can snap us back into
this awareness can be the smallest thing: the chance utterance of a friend on the street, the
lyrics to a song we hear on the radio, or a book that just happens to fall into our hands.Now in my
reality, books don’t “just happen” to fall into one’s hands. I believe that each of us is led to the
right and perfect information at the right and perfect time. What we do with that information is
another matter, but it’s always being presented to us exactly when we need it.That is what is
happening here. Now all you have to do is convince your ego not to resist the miracle that you
have found. It is the miracle of moving from your Mind to your Soul in the living of your life.You
should know that your ego will struggle mightily against any effort on your part to do this. Not
because it is your enemy, but for quite the opposite reason: your ego is your friend, and it thinks
it is protecting you from imagining that there is any other perspective better than the View of your
Mind. Yet now comes this remarkable book, urging you to remain loyal to your Soul. Now come
Mary and Ron Hulnick (do you think this is by accident, at just this moment in your life?) to
promise you that life will change dramatically when you see the events of your day-to-day life
through Soul-Centered Eyes, and then begin to create events from that space.Ron and Mary are
two people who have spent decades exploring how life works, joining other wonderful teachers
in sharing what they’ve found through the extraordinary programs at the University of Santa
Monica—a one-of-a-kind place where new messengers and healers are being educated,
nurtured, and prepared through the crystal clear explanations and insights that are found here.
(Ron is the President of that university, and Mary is the Chief Academic Officer.)The Hulnicks
don’t say everything exactly as I would. There is some room, after all, in the Collective Creation
for Individual Expression. And so, some of the things that they call learning I would refer to as
remembering, and elsewhere they may say “to-MAY-to” while I say “to-MAH-to.” So too might you
find yourself differing just a tiny bit in the way that you behold certain experiences. But I’ll bet
you’re going to say, “Of course! That’s it! That’s how it is!” to 98 percent of what you find in this



book—and you are going to be deeply grateful that your search for True Self brought you
here.What we have in this work is the basis for an entirely new healing discipline: Spiritual
Psychology. For centuries we have been using a psychological model based solely on the
perspectives and perceptions of the mind. Here, at last, is a revolutionary departure from this
thinking, which proposes that there are other perspectives and other perceptions that can be
equally powerful in forming our reality and in mending humanity. This book presents one such
perspective . . . perhaps, in fact, the most powerful of all.For this striking contribution, we shall
always be indebted to Ron and Mary Hulnick.—Neale Donald WalschAshland,
OregonPREFACEWhy This Book—Why Now?by Mary HulnickThe moment Ron introduced
himself to me, I became flustered, as I immediately knew he was going to be an extremely
important person in my life . . . although I had no idea how. He was standing at the doorway to my
classroom, waiting to ask if he could observe my class. He explained that he was an incoming
doctoral student whose intention was to sit in on each of his upcoming professors’ classes to get
a sense of what he would be involved in throughout his three-year course of study. Quickly
regaining my composure, I agreed.Since the Department of Counseling and Educational
Psychology at New Mexico State University was relatively small, it was certain that he would be
in at least one of my classes each quarter, so I was not surprised to see him again at the start of
the next term.During the following three years, we gradually got to know each other. The bulk of
our interaction was in the classroom, with an occasional office meeting to discuss a particular
subject from a lecture. Of particular interest to me was the quality of Ron’s consciousness. He
raised thoughtful and evocative questions that required careful consideration before I answered.
I eventually learned that he was a student of a spiritual teacher who had a small center some 65
miles away, to which he traveled each weekend to participate in the activities occurring there.My
weekends, on the other hand, were largely taken up by my rose garden. Although I was married,
my husband and I had different interests, and mine involved visiting various nurseries and
tending to my flowers. It was becoming clear that we’d probably go our separate ways before too
long.Three years came and went, and when Ron graduated in May of 1978, the department
offered him a two-year position as a visiting assistant professor, which he accepted. They gave
him the only available office in our department, which happened to be right next to mine.
Naturally, Ron and I became friends.By this time, my husband and I had decided to divorce. For
some unknown reason, the completion of the divorce proceedings went on for several months
longer than anticipated, even though everything was agreeable to both parties.Then one day I
received two phone calls within ten minutes of each other. The first was from my attorney,
advising me that the paperwork was complete and all I had to do was come by his office and
sign the documents. The second was from Ron, telling me that his spiritual teacher had just
made her transition to the other side. The two calls seemed connected by fate; one chapter of
my life was closing, as a new one was immediately opening.In July of 1978, Ron and I attended
a seminar in Los Angeles where we met spiritual teacher John-Roger. We recognized him as a
person of extraordinary consciousness and found ourselves meeting with him shortly after the



presentation. We spoke of many things, including the possibility that Ron and I might marry. He
thought that this was an excellent idea since, as he put it, “your energies match and you could
do a great deal of good work together.”We were married in January of 1979, which unexpectedly
resulted in our leaving the university. I was being groomed to be the chair of the department, and
it was simply not possible for a chair to have a spouse as a faculty member in the same
department. Our intention was to work together, so the prospect of Ron accepting a research
position or a staff position at the counseling center (both of which he had in fact been offered)
was unappealing. Having no idea what we were going to do, I resigned.The good news was that
this resulted in a yearlong honeymoon, during which we enjoyed our two dogs and two cats,
read a lot, delighted in magnificent southwestern sunsets, and developed many of the skills that
would find their way into the programs we would eventually create.At a certain point that year, we
felt a need to meet with John-Roger, and it was then that he shared with us that several years
earlier, he’d founded a university called Koh-E-Nor, which means “mountain of light.” We didn’t
give this information much thought, as neither of us had any aspirations to start a school, nor any
experience along those lines.Several months later, I awoke quite early one day, having had a
dream that Ron and I were to breathe life into the school JohnRoger had mentioned to us. I
shared my dream with Ron, and as soon as the clock struck 9 A.M., we called to request a
meeting with John-Roger. That very next morning, we found ourselves driving to the El Paso
airport, on our way to California to meet with him. We saw a beautiful double rainbow in the
eastern sky that lasted for a long time, and took this as a portent of good things to come.At the
meeting, I shared my dream with John-Roger, and Ron and I both expressed our willingness to
participate in Koh-E-Nor. He advised us that even though no classes had been taught, the
school had been incorporated as a not-for-profit institution with the state of California. Similar to
that famous line in The Godfather, he made us an offer we couldn’t refuse: “If you’ve ever had a
dream of starting your own school, and doing it the way you always wished it could be, here is
the opportunity.”It didn’t take very long to put our home in New Mexico on the market and move
to California to embark on an amazing educational adventure. The first class graduated in 1982,
11 strong. Some 15 years ago, the name was changed to the University of Santa Monica (USM)
and, as they say, the rest is history. Today, between 450 and 550 students participate in monthly
classes in Spiritual Psychology.During these 30 years, thoughts of authoring a book came up
from time to time. We had decided not to write one since we couldn’t conceive of how to
effectively put into words what is essentially an experiential process. Then one night Ron had a
vivid dream in which John-Roger handed him a book with the word Loyalties written on the
cover. The implication was clear. When we spoke with John-Roger, he simply said, “That wasn’t
a dream.”It’s been about 12 years since that “dream,” and Loyalty to Your Soul is the result. It
contains many of the principles and some of the practices currently found in the two-year
Master’s degree Program in Spiritual Psychology at the University of Santa Monica, where I
serve as Chief Academic Officer and Ron is President.This book is co-authored by the two of us.
However, since many of the stories are derived from Ron’s experience, when the personal



pronoun “I” is used, it’s Ron’s voice. When “we” is used, it is both of us speaking.Regardless, all
of the principles and skills presented are a compilation of co-created materials that we’ve spent
the last 30 years developing.And speaking of the word we, when this word is generally used, it
may refer to humankind at large. We’ve done our best to distinguish between this meaning and
when we’re talking about ourselves, and hope you’ll be able to discern which sense is intended
in any given instance.There’s one more piece of information you may find useful: the stories
sprinkled throughout the text are there to illustrate a particular point, and there are several that
function more like koans (paradoxes to be meditated upon that spark intuition and
enlightenment). These tend to be longer; and their aim is to draw you, the reader, in so that the
story itself works to bring about a change of heart to assist you in shifting your
consciousness.Authors’ Note: Throughout this book, there are many capitalized words that
wouldn’t normally be treated in this way. We’ve chosen to capitalize direct references to the
Authentic Self as a way of distinguishing them from words used to reference the ego level. Our
intention is for you, the reader, to recognize the capitalized words as Authentic Self qualities.An
additional anomaly you may wonder about is why we’ve capitalized and italicized the phrase
Seeing Through Soul-Centered Eyes. We’ve done this to emphasize the importance of
describing what occurs as an individual moves from normal “seeing” through physical eyes to
Seeing from the vantage point of Higher Consciousness. Thus, these five words serve as a
guiding principle toward which all of humanity is evolving.INTRODUCTIONIt’s Time to Put
PsycheBack into Psychology—as Well as the Rest of LifeMost people are struggling to make
their way in the world.Less obvious are those who are gracefully, joyfully,and quietly easing their
way out of it.What an amazing and fantastic time to be alive, especially if you feel a deep
yearning for something more relevant and meaningful than material success alone. There’s little
doubt that humanity is involved in a time of convergence, of something old dying while
something new is being born. It could be called a global sea change, a worldwide paradigm
shift.As we see it, what is dying is the notion that advanced consumerism is the path to
fulfillment. Many people are realizing that material abundance alone doesn’t result in the
happiness that endless marketing so consistently and enthusiastically promises. Dr. Bob
Moorehead, former pastor of Overlake Christian Church in the Seattle area, cut to the quick of
the “what’s dying” matter when he penned:The paradox of our time in history is that we have
taller buildings but shorter tempers; wider freeways, but narrower viewpoints. We spend more,
but have less; we buy more, but enjoy less. We have bigger houses and smaller families; more
conveniences, but less time. We have more degrees but less sense; more knowledge, but less
judgment; more experts, yet more problems; more medicine, but less wellness. . . .We have
multiplied our possessions, but reduced our values. We talk too much, love too seldom, and hate
too often. . . .We’ve learned how to make a living, but not a life. We’ve added years to life, not life
to years. We’ve been all the way to the moon and back, but have trouble crossing the street to
meet a new neighbor. We conquered outer space but not inner space. We’ve done larger things,
but not better things. . . .We’ve conquered the atom, but not our prejudice. We write more, but



learn less. We plan more, but accomplish less. We’ve learned to rush, but not to wait. We build
more computers to hold more information, to produce more copies than ever, but we
communicate less and less. . . .These are the days of two incomes but more divorce; fancier
houses but broken homes. . . . It is a time when there is much in the showroom window and
nothing in the stockroom.[Editor’s Note: This quote has also been attributed to other
people.]“But what is being born?” you might ask. Might it be that humanity is witnessing nothing
less than the emergence of a consciousness that the world has never seen? It’s one that doesn’t
simply assume that happiness automatically results from obtaining material success. Rather, it’s
a consciousness that, first and foremost, asks essential questions such as:• “Who am I?”•
“Why am I here?”• “What is my life’s purpose?”• “How can I live a fulfilling life?”• “How can I
make a meaningful contribution in my world?”Perhaps the single biggest event supporting this
emerging perspective was the recent gathering of people participating via the Internet in a series
of ten classes offered weekly by Oprah Winfrey and Eckhart Tolle. The classes paralleled the ten
chapters in Tolle’s best-selling book A New Earth. While estimates vary somewhat, it seems safe
to say that somewhere between 12 million and 15 million people from around the world logged
on to these discussions.Other reports indicate that the sale of books and participation in
conferences pertaining to spirituality are rapidly increasing. Even the rather conservative
American Psychological Association recently added a new division: Division 36, Psychology of
Religion. Its journal is titled Psychology of Religion and Spirituality.What such individuals have in
common is an enhanced awareness that there’s more to life than what’s on the surface; they’re
sensing a deeper level of reality operating. Many have come to the place where they’re
compelled to seek greater awareness of that reality, which is commonly referred to as the
spiritual. They want to feel that their lives count for something, and to have the opportunity to
make a meaningful contribution.But where is the guidebook that shows how to live consciously
within the context of spiritual reality? Where does one go to learn how to live successfully in a
predominantly material-based reality while Seeing Through Soul-Centered Eyes?The Soul of
PsychologySince psychology is our chosen field, we recently looked up the word psyche in the
dictionary. What we found was: “breath, principle of life, soul.” A great definition! Then we looked
up the word psychology. We surmised it would follow that psychology would be the study of the
psyche, but here’s what we found: “the science of mind and behavior.”Wait a minute! What
happened to the breath of life and the Soul? It wasn’t there at all. Somehow what was intended
as a study pertaining to the Soul got relegated to the province of the mind and behavior.The
spiritually focused approach to psychology that we study and practice at the University of Santa
Monica is our way of asserting that it’s time to bring psyche back into psychology. It’s time to
inhale the breath of life and bring the Soul back to its rightful place at the heart of
psychology.This is why the two-year Master’s degree Program we offer is in Spiritual Psychology,
which we define as “the study and practice of the art and science of human evolution in
consciousness.” It’s a way of life that makes spiritual awakening the cornerstone of one’s
purpose. And while we’re at it, might human beings also bring psyche back into all areas of our



lives? Given that this appears to be the direction the world is going, what a wonderful time for the
emergence of a truly Spiritual Psychology!Loyalty to Your Soul presents a Soul-Centered context
for living in harmony, with the conscious realization that all people are essentially spiritual
beings. Many have come to the place in time where they’re awakening into a spiritual reality that
was previously reserved for a few advanced Souls. Within these pages, it’s our intention to
provide principles and practical tools to assist you in gaining the experience and awareness of
how to live “into” a Soul-Centered reality, much as one would finally drive out of the fog and into
the sunlight that was shining brightly all the while.Our promise to you is that this book will provide
you with keys you can use to live a life dedicated to your own spiritual progression—and do so
within the structure of your current situation. Our hope is that your intention will be to
contemplate the information and use the tools we present, for only by using them will you
discover their true value. In these pages, you will have the opportunity to:• Discover and explore
what life looks like from the context of the Soul’s reality, and understand how to use that
awareness to live a more fulfilling life.• Replace a chronic victim-centered “I am upset
because . . .” view with an empowered Learning Orientation to Life.• Release yourself once and
for all from the emotional suffering that inevitably results from a small-self, ego-centered,
judgment-prone perspective.• Learn how a Soul-Centered approach automatically results in
Love, Joy, Compassion, Acceptance, and Peace.In the first few chapters, you’ll be introduced to
the context of what we refer to as spiritual reality and spiritual evolution, as well as some of the
challenges individuals face as they awaken spiritually. You’ll discover what a Learning
Orientation to Life means and how the dynamics of consciousness operate.Would you be
surprised to discover that you have spiritual allies? You’ll meet them midway through the book
and find out how they operate and how to utilize them for your advancement. By this time, you’ll
be ready to hear all about taking the necessary steps to release yourself from emotional
suffering, and then how to experience a life permeated with an enhanced awareness of your
inherent worth and value. Also, sprinkled throughout are several easy-to-comprehend practices
to help you reap the benefits of spiritual evolution for yourself.In addition—and perhaps most
important—you’ll embark upon the adventure of exploring 22 principles of Seeing Through Soul-
Centered Eyes, which will have the effect of transforming the way you see, approach, and
experience life. These principles are spread throughout the book, and you may eventually find
yourself joining the ranks of those who have been positively affected by embracing them. You’ll
understand how lives devoid of meaning became rich with meaning, while lives in a state of
emptiness and separation became filled with a divinely orchestrated purpose.As you progress
through the book, you’ll see how the vast majority of emotional suffering results directly from
judgments born of illusion, misinterpretation, and misidentification, and how these can be
surrendered in order to awaken to your inherent divinity. You’ll discover how the problems and
challenges you face can be viewed as spiritual opportunities when seen through SoulCentered
Eyes. As this occurs, you’ll find that your life becomes richer—a much more meaningful and
joyous adventure.The good news is that everything you need is available to you in this very



moment. You don’t need anything or anyone else. Your future is truly in your own hands.Effective
Ways of Using This BookThere are basically three ways you can make good use of Loyalty to
Your Soul:1. The first is as a vehicle of instruction. You can use it to add to the sum total of
information you are gathering related to spiritual awakening. This is a sound approach, as it
allows your consciousness to consider concepts it resonates with, and which it may not have
previously contemplated.2. The second is as a vehicle of education. In this regard, you can
implement the information in your daily life, thus converting it from knowledge to wisdom by
experientially discovering for yourself what has validity for you and what doesn’t. If you choose
this approach, you’ll want to engage in the simple processes presented within the chapters and
experience your own realizations.3. The third is as a vehicle of connection. The time you spend
within these pages can provide an inner sanctuary where you can connect more deeply to, and
partake of, the profound awareness and restorative power inherent in that which you truly are. In
other words, when you are working with this book, you are much more likely to have the
experience of Seeing Through Soul-Centered Eyes.One of the methods we have found quite
effective for deepening and strengthening this connection is writing spontaneous responses to
certain evocative statements. At the end of each chapter, you will find one or more relevant
“stem sentences” that we invite you to complete.Here is an example of a stem sentence and
some possible responses:“As I learn to see myself and others through Soul-Centered Eyes . . .”•
“. . . I’ll be more accepting of myself and others.”• “. . . I’ll be less reactive to what other
people say to me.”• “. . . I’ll be more peaceful.”• “. . . I’ll experience unconditional Love.”•
“. . . I’ll get to know God more intimately.”After reading each chapter, you can complete the
stem sentences by writing whatever comes into your awareness. Respond to them over and over
until you feel you have emptied all your thoughts on the subject at that time.You may respond to
a statement 5, 50, or 500 times. You’re done when you feel done. This can take only one sitting,
or may require several. You might work with the statement today and then again six months from
now. Yours is a uniquely individual process, an experience to be honored and respected.We
strongly recommend that you write in longhand rather than on a computer. There’s something
about the act of writing that tends to access material from deep within. Your hand is physically
connected with your nervous system, whereas your computer is not. Handwriting can be a
fabulous tool for mining the inner treasures of your Soul Essence that we refer to as the
“Authentic Self.” Also, if you’re like us, this is a great opportunity to use those special pens you’ve
been collecting for years.Some people light a candle and play quiet music as they write, as we’re
doing right now while drafting this Introduction. How you choose to do so is much less important
than doing it. We do suggest that you get a special journal for this purpose, in recognition of the
fact that you are involved in a sacred process. In this way, you’ll be able to refer back to it from
time to time and note changes in your thoughts, feelings, values, and priorities.Regardless of
how you use this book, please know that you are loved; for when all is written, said, and done . . .
in the end there is only God!(By the way, a by-product of engaging in this process of inquiry is
that the quality of both your inner and outer life is likely to significantly improve!)CHAPTER



ONELIGHT-BEARERSEVERYWHEREIt’s been said that when the student is ready, the teacher
will appear—and that’s true. It’s also true that when the student is ready, teachers appear
everywhere.I remember well the magical morning when I had my first conscious experience of
awakening. It completely altered the course of my life, and opened up a level of awareness that
I’d read about but never directly experienced. I was 33 years old at the time, and it occurred in a
rather unusual way.Questions about GodPrior to that day, and for as long as I could recall, I’d
had a dilemma about God. For a while (mostly during my college years, but for some time after
as well), I considered myself an agnostic. I just didn’t know about God, and wasn’t sure how to
find out. I’d abandoned atheism, since it seemed to require the same level of faith in my disbelief
as was necessary to hold a strong belief in God. It was just the other side of the same coin, and I
had no such confidence either way.And I envied those who did. For example, when Carl Jung
was asked if he believed in God, he answered, “No, I don’t believe . . . I know.” That knowing was
what I longed for. I hoped that there was a God, because then, I thought, the world would make
more sense. If a Supreme Being exists, there must be spiritual principles and guidelines for
living. I wanted to know, not just cognitively, but experientially, the nature of Spirit and spiritual
reality.The college courses I’d taken in comparative religion and philosophy didn’t provide
satisfying answers, because the doctrines of the various religions often seemed contradictory. I
couldn’t understand how there could be so many different points of view on such an important
issue. The more I read and studied, the more questions were raised in my mind. Finally, in
frustration, I simply placed all of the different religions and philosophies onto a shelf and labeled
it “Someday . . . maybe.”And what if there wasn’t a God? Well, to me that seemed even more
preposterous. It would mean that as humans we exist in a random, meaningless universe,
leading lives with no ultimate purpose or significance other than those we created to suit
ourselves. I wasn’t a particularly happy camper and continued to wrestle with questions of
purpose and meaning as I sallied forth from my undergraduate work into the real world of work.I
entered adulthood in Brooklyn, New York, where I’d lived most of my life. My quandary about
God was still haunting me, and I found myself gravitating toward the field of psychology. I
pursued and received a Master’s degree in Clinical Psychology, but didn’t find any satisfying
answers there either. It all seemed so very . . . well, clinical.Parapsychology, on the other hand,
was exciting. Who wouldn’t be curious about extrasensory perception, auras and channels,
synchronicity, and the possibility of beings from other planets? It all seemed so very . . . well,
mystical. And at this stage of my life, parapsychology represented a doorway into the unknown.
Not quite the expected direction for the left-brained, logical, analytical sort of guy I fancied
myself to be.After all, I’d received my undergraduate training in experimental psychology. I spent
a lot of time running rats through their paces in the lab, meticulously comparing how fast they
could find their way out of mazes and observing how they became “conditioned” to press a bar in
order to receive small pellets of food; I considered myself a scientist. As one of my most
respected psychology professors used to say, “If you can’t define something, you don’t know
what you’re talking about.” And yet, something beyond the rational, systematic domain of



science was calling me. Something within me was not fitting into the narrow and limiting
identification into which I was attempting to cram myself.For example, I was the only student in
the history of my college to ask if I could keep my lab rat at the end of the year. To everyone else,
the little creature now knew the maze and was scientifically useless; therefore, he was soon to
be euthanized, like all the others. But something in him called to me, so I took him home and
named him Desi (in honor of Desiderius Erasmus, the humanitarian priest for whom my alma
mater, Erasmus Hall High School, was named). At the time, saving Desi didn’t seem to me to
indicate a sentiment that was at odds with my scientific mind in any way. But in retrospect, it may
have been a hint of things to come.My Awakening Out WestOne day my girlfriend at the time,
Barbara, told me she was planning a trip to Taos, New Mexico, to visit her music teacher, who
had recently moved there with his wife and young son. She invited me to go along, and I
immediately agreed. Taos sounded like just the kind of place I should explore . . . and perhaps I
might synchronistically encounter someone who had inside knowledge about the exciting field of
parapsychology.Once there, I asked people everywhere if they knew anyone who was into this
field of study, and it was surprising to me that the answer was always no. But this was the late
1960s, some years before the New Age movement actively appeared on the scene.Then one
night while I was participating in a community drumming session, I asked my parapsychology
question to a fellow drummer. To my surprise, he told me that he did know somebody. There was
a woman down in Alamogordo, some 300 miles south of Taos, who was a “spiritual teacher.”Her
name was Dr. Neva Dell Hunter, and the drummer gave me her phone number, suggesting that I
call her office to schedule a consultation. I had been reading about spiritual teachers, and the
thought of meeting one sent my drumming to a whole new level of enthusiasm that evening!I
called Dr. Hunter’s office early the next morning and made an appointment. Barbara and I arrived
the following day at Quimby Center, which turned out to be a small and very plain tract house on
a modest street in Alamogordo.A friendly young man named Robert, who was a student of Dr.
Hunter’s, greeted us at the door and invited us inside. When Barbara and I stepped into the
living room, Dr. Hunter took one look at us and immediately called out to her secretary in a tone
reserved for one who had just seen a ghost: “Betty, cancel all my other appointments for the
day.”It was as though she had just recognized something she had been waiting for, and I thought
her reaction a bit odd. Little did I know how that day would change my life.Dr. Hunter, while
somewhat overweight and older than I expected, seemed ordinary enough. We sat with her and
a few of her staff in the living room and talked about many topics. I sensed nothing unusual
about her until I expressed my interest in parapsychology. Then she began describing things
about me that were impossible for her to know. It was as if she were reading from a file where my
life story was archived. She just had way too much information about things I’d never discussed
with anyone.At some point in the conversation, she suggested that it would be of assistance to
both Barbara and me to each have an aura balancing.“A what?” I asked.“Don’t try to understand
it with your mind,” she said. “Just experience it, and then you can decide for yourself whether or
not it has any value for you.”That sounded fair enough. After all, my mission here was to further



my understanding of parapsychology, so what did I have to lose?Robert would conduct the
“balancing.” Along with two other members of Dr. Hunter’s team, designated as Light-bearers, he
ushered me into a small room in which a sheet-covered massage table was set up. Robert
explained that the purpose of the Light-bearers, in this instance, was to act as a spiritual battery
by sitting silently and “holding the Light.” He assured me that life is filled with Lightbearers, and
explained, “They are the ones who assist us along our path. They seem to show up randomly,
but really there is nothing random about it.”Robert asked me to take off my shoes and belt and lie
down on the table on my back. The Light-bearers quietly sat down on chairs placed against the
wall, closed their eyes, and began to meditate. Innocent enough, I thought.After an opening
prayer, Robert selected one of several quartz crystals, each attached to a small chain, which
were neatly laid out on top of a short bookcase. He held the crystal over my stomach, and it
began to turn counterclockwise even though his hand remained steady.This went on for some
time, and as I began to relax, I realized that I was actually feeling its motion in my body as it
rotated. It was as if the crystal were somehow attached to something within me that could “feel”
its movement.Soon Robert began asking me questions. He wanted to know if I’d ever had a
dream in which I was in prison. I wondered, Where did that come from? It wasn’t even something
that Dr. Hunter had brought up. How could he know that ever since I’d been a small child, I would
occasionally dream that I was in prison and couldn’t get out? I always awoke feeling frightened
after these nightmares. I told all of this to Robert, and as he continued to hold the crystal, he
simply asked, “Well, would you like to come out?”“I’d like that very much.”“The door isn’t locked,”
he told me. “All you have to do is open it and walk out.” In my imagination, I did as he suggested. I
pushed on the door, and indeed it swung open. I walked out.Robert asked me to describe where
I found myself and what I was experiencing. I said I was walking out of a building and into a
beautiful meadow. I told him how free I felt. “Great,” he said and proceeded with the next
question, the crystal never missing a beat with its circular movement.On and on it went, one
question after another, for nearly three hours. Completing each series of inquiries resulted in an
awareness of something opening and expanding in the area of my chest. This opening was
accompanied by deeper and deeper feelings of peace; it was as if I had transcended my normal
state of mind. In fact, for the first time in my life that I could recall, my mind was completely
still.When we were finished, Robert went out and got Dr. Hunter, who was in the living room
talking with Barbara. Dr. Hunter entered the room, where I was still lying down, and inspected me
from head to toe in a way I’d never seen anyone look at someone before. She was looking at me,
yet at the same time she was looking at something else.“Very good,” she said to Robert.Then
she asked me, “Tell me, do you ever have the feeling that in relationships you give more than you
receive?”What a question! That was the story of my life.“Always,” I said. “That’s always how I feel
in relationships. I’m forever giving more than I’m receiving.”She paused for a moment and slowly
said, “Well, my dear, I’m afraid what you’re going to have to do is give more.”“What?” I nearly
leapt off the table. “If I’m already giving more than I’m receiving, why would I want to give even
more?”She looked at me compassionately. “You see, the spiritual law is that we receive



according to what we give. So if you feel that you’re giving more than you’re receiving, you’re
either giving less than you think you are, or receiving more than you think you are. Either way, to
receive more, you must give more.”With those words, she left the room, and as strange as it
seemed at the time, a deep calm came over me. I’d never experienced anything like this before.
It was as if my heart had simply burst open, and out gushed a Love so enormous that it radiated
outward in all directions and poured over everything. It encompassed the entire earth and
beyond.I’d simply fallen in Love with everything and everyone. I’d stepped into the
consciousness that I’d read about but never known. Like Carl Jung, I was actually having the
experience in which there was no more question about believing. I knew! In the astonishment of
this realization, the only thing I could do was cry with tears of intense joy. I had come Home
within myself. I knew without a doubt that God is Love, that Love is the basis of everything, and
that Loving is the path of spiritual awakening.Seeing Through Soul-Centered Eyes for the First
TimeSlowly, with assistance, I got up off the balancing table and went outside. I wasn’t exactly
steady on my feet, so one of the Light-bearers accompanied me. After a short, silent walk, we
went back inside.When we returned, Barbara was having her aura balancing. While Robert
worked with her, it was my turn to talk to Dr. Hunter. I had many questions, and she had infinite
patience.“Dr. Hunter, at the end of the balancing, you spoke of ‘spiritual laws.’ Are these laws
universal? And if they are, what about all the different religions?”She replied, “Unfortunately,
many people confuse religion with spirituality. All the world’s major religions, when used in the
ways they were originally intended, are exquisitely beautiful paths that lay out specific practices
and approaches to assist people in their quest for a greater awareness of their connection with
God—in other words, to grow spiritually.“Religions are forms. Think of an automobile. Let’s say
you want to go from here to Santa Fe: A car is a wonderful way to travel there, but it’s when the
car itself becomes the focus of attention that you’re distracted and forget that this is just a means
to reach your destination. People often take great pride in their cars, painting them different
colors and adding all sorts of gadgets and frills. But all of that is irrelevant when your primary
intention is to drive to Santa Fe.“I’m afraid religions often become vehicles for separating one
group of people from another, and both groups from God. You know, throughout history, more
people have been killed in the name of God than for any other reason. Strange, isn’t it?”I
nodded.“Spirit, on the other hand, is the Essence behind religions.” Dr. Hunter continued, “When
people speak of spirituality, they simply mean awareness of the sacred reality of the Divine
Essence within and beyond all creation.“From a behavioral point of view, they often mean acting
in ways that truly uplift oneself and others, regardless of race, color, creed, circumstance,
environment, or religious persuasion—behaving as if we knew that God was observing our every
move, which is a wise approach, since it happens to be true.“Spiritual laws are indeed universal,
Ron. They apply equally to all that exists—without exception. Think about gravity or sunshine;
they both go on regardless of anyone’s belief system. There’s no requirement that you believe in
them in order for you to walk on the earth or enjoy a sunbath. I like that.”I considered all she’d
said, and then asked, “If there is a spiritual reality as well as spiritual laws, that would indicate



that there must be a reason and a purpose for it all. What are we doing down here in these
strange bodies, dealing with all the pain and emotional suffering that goes on?”“That’s a really
good question,” Dr. Hunter said, “and I’m afraid I can only give you a partial answer at this time.
From a spiritual viewpoint, Earth is a school that Souls come to for the evolution of
consciousness. All of us who are here earned the right to be enrolled as students, and there’s a
spiritual agenda or curriculum for each person. And it’s really quite an accomplishment just to be
here, a fact that’s largely unknown to most of the world’s population.”“So if we’re in school, what
are we supposed to be learning?”She laughed. “I’m glad you said ‘supposed to be learning,’
since until we begin to become aware of the nature of—let’s call it the Earth School—it’s
questionable whether very much learning is actually going on. To understand the Earth School,
it’s helpful to be aware that there are at least two levels of reality happening here
simultaneously.“The first is the one that we’re most aware of, since it has to do with the physical
world as we experience it through our five senses. This type of learning is generally goal
directed, and it’s what most people believe life to be about. So if you learn a new skill or a
second language, the assumption is that you’ll use what you’ve learned to somehow enhance
the quality of your life and perhaps the lives of others. This type of education is largely
instructional and geared for the mind and body. The results are to be utilized here on this planet.”
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Donna Bond M.A., Author of Original Wisdom; Harness the Power of the Authentic You, “THIS
BOOK WILL CHANGE YOUR LIFE!. This is the companion book to the gorgeous program in
personal transformation offered at the University of Santa Monica. The principles and practices
of Spiritual Psychology are life altering in a profound and beautiful way. For me, so much so, that
I have based my own work on these beautiful offerings. Read this book. When you are done,
read it again. And then again. Each time you will take away more and more from this higher
perspective of loving.Donna Bond, Author of Original Wisdom; Harness the Power of the
Authentic You”

Rob Lee, “A Review for the Skeptics (Like Me). I'm writing this review for all the folks out there
who tend to be skeptical about books like this. You know who you are: have the link to Skeptics
Dictionary bookmarked, turn your head as you walk past a new age bookstore so that nobody
will see you looking in. When my friend K recommended Loyalty to Your Soul to me, I
approached the book with much the same attitude. And when I started reading it, sure enough
my radar picked up two indicators of cultiness right in the first chapter. I quickly fired off an email
to my friend saying that she better watch out. (A sure sign that you need this book is if you're too
eager to make other people wrong.)She was hurt by my response. Not because I didn't agree
with her point of view, but because she could see just how badly I needed to read the stuff
AFTER CHAPTER ONE. Because she was so certain that this book would help me, I decided
that I needed to give it another try. I've now not only read the whole book, but have worked
through all the exercises. K was right about everything. Loyalty to Your Soul gave me a strategy
for dealing with all the little things in my life that seemed to keep me angry more often than I
thought they should. Haven't you ever found yourself angry about something and later wondered
why something so small could get to you? Maybe you wondered why sometimes the same
trigger has a different emotional response? I was caught up in a world where it seemed perfectly
sensible to say to someone, "when you do X, it makes me feel (insert negative emotion here)."
The reality is that I needed a strategy for identify my own issues that were in fact amplifying the
effects of X.Until I started working through the exercises, I didn't realize how many seemingly
innocuous events triggered judgements on my part. And as I delved deeper, I realized that each
judgement had a tidy little bundle of self-doubt or negative feelings about myself. My getting
angry at a celebrity who got famous despite having no apparent talent was really about my own
feelings of not getting enough attention and having to work harder to get noticed. And once I saw
that, I could actually let go of those judgmental feelings and not get annoyed when I see that
celeb on a magazine cover. This book teaches you how to work through your negative emotions
and move on.The exercises in the book are very simple and not culty, nor new-agey. If you do the
work as I have, you will see benefits. Since reading the book last August I've let a lot of old stuff
go. But more importantly, I healed enough emotionally to realize that I had some serious issues



from my childhood that I needed to deal with via a professional therapist. I now have an
awesome doctor and my life is getting is better every day because I stopped pretending that I
knew everything that was affecting me, and I actually started working on it. I've also given advice
from this book to my own sister. I think that says something about how confident I am about this
material.Now some folks might get turned off by the fact that this book mentions God. Well, the
authors don't insist upon any interpretation of God, so you can bring your own. And if you're like
me and have trouble with the notion of the all-seeing, all-knowing Being, then do what the folks
in 12-step programs do and substitute a "higher power." In my case, "God" refers to the notion
that there is love in every person. And if you choose to live your life speaking and acting from
that loving authentic self, and if you look for that loving self in others, then you have a supreme
force indeed.So if you're one of the skeptics out there, you have a couple of choices:* You can
continue on with your ego and keep surfing the steady stream of events and images that only
serve to piss you off* You can start owning your responses to the world and use your judgment
skills to help yourself.In conclusion, I'm not a student of USM, nor affiliated with the authors, nor
their organization. You don't need to join anything to get some real benefit from Loyalty to Your
Soul. I hope this book will help you, and that you too will soon realize that all the love in the world
that you ever needed is right there inside you. That's what this book gave me.”

Jack of all trade, “It's not only about your soul. Agnostics should read it.. Very comprehensive
guide to spirituality. Easy to read and comprehend. It affected me more than any books I've
read...ever. If you're searching for peace and wondering what your purpose in life is -- then you
should at least give this book a chance. I was agnostic for most of my life, but this book really
made a huge change in my relationship to my soul. Highly recommend, especially if you're
wondering what our life is all about. After I read it and began to give it a chance, some amazing
coincidences started to happen that I cannot explain logically, and I am very thankful. Whatever
religion you may pursue, or not pursue, this is a simple yet great book of wisdom.”

Charlene A. Costanzo, “A Powerful Book. I highly recommend this book for students of Spiritual
Psychology as well as for readers who like to explore spirituality, psychology, philosophy, health
& wellness, personal growth and self-help. It is very well written with examples to demonstrate
all the points that the authors make.I read it quickly as soon as I got it. And then I started again,
slowly. Now I am reading just a few pages a day, savoring each bit of loving wisdom that is
offered. I also like to fan the pages, stop randomly, and focus on what that process provides,
which always seems to be either some guidance that I need at the time or an insight I get to see
in a new, ah-ha way.For me, this book, Loyalty to Your Soul, is like a beautiful puzzle, with the
pieces all in place. I can see and appreciate the vision it creates when all the pieces are in place
in the whole of the book. And, when I read just a small part, it is like examining the artistic details
of color, size, and shape of just one little puzzle piece. Reading the book like this, piece by piece,
helps me to experience the peace of soul in my daily life. And, the title. The title itself has power.



It reminds me to be loyal to my soul!”

Amy Frost, “Loyalty to the Soul. I attended the University of Santa Monica (USM) the class of
1996. My work is Spirituality at Work. I use the principles I learned at USM EVERY day in my
personal life, work life and in supporting others in the world. This book is a fun read, it is
informative and helpful to the reader to understand how to use the principles immediately. I
recommend this book to anyone who is looking for ways to be effective in their lives, experience
more JOY and peace, and to feel they are part of something bigger while making their difference
in the world.Amy Lynn FrostMBA and MA Spiritual PsychologyNational Training Director and
Corporate Consciousness Officer[...]”

Maryann Cotta, “This book is by far to date the most clear .... This book is by far to date the most
clear and comprehensive narrative on how and why we may live this life as soulful beings having
a human experience in order for each of us to learn our own unique curriculum. These words
and wisdom will provide for you all of the skills and practices you/we need in order to reach the
levels of freedom necessary for each one of us to live out our true identity and purpose here.
These concepts, truths, and systems will show you how to attain a way of peace in every aspect
of yourself and your life, a peace you have not known. Loyalty To Your Soul will lead you to a
solid and grounded sense of your authentic self. Your life WILL change, completely.”

RM, “Whole different perspective on life. Gives a perspective that's aligned with A Course in
Miracles but expressed in easy to read language. Very accessible. Has exercises to help
translate the theory into practice. It's definitely made life's problems easier to deal with. Goes
way beyond 'self help '.”

Skyline1968, “A book for the soul. Great book to re-ignite your life and soul. Loved it and will re-
read it again”

Allen Ross, “It's definitely a soul enriching book    . This book does what the book cover state's/
isIt's a highly recommended read for what it is,And it's definitely a soul enriching book!I highly
recommend it ”

DanieleP, “Five Stars. One of my all time favourite books. It's brilliant in helping transform any
upsets or suffering.”

jaym, “Transforming . . . helpful!. Transforming . .. after reading the book I registered to do the
Masters' pgm . .. God sent!”

The book by H. Ronald Hulnick Ph.D. has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 188 people have provided
feedback.
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